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Since Darwin1 introduced the concept of
sexual selection, mating behaviour and

mate competition have been studied in
many species. Most of these studies have
focused on the behaviour of the male.
This probably derives from differences in
mating behaviour between the sexes; male
behaviour is characterized by exagger-
ated courtship display, colourful ornamen-
tation and intense intrasexual competition,
whereas female mating behaviour is in-
conspicuous, difficult to characterize and
has long been believed to be the passive
acceptance of the male’s courtship behav-
iour. However, because of the remarkable
increase in empirical work testing theo-
retical models of sexual selection (such as

‘good genes’ and ‘sexy sons’), interest in
the past decade has certainly focused
more on females2,3 – in particular, on the
evolution of female multiple mating*
(polyandry). Consequently, the evolution-
ary causes of polyandry have been inten-
sively reviewed by many authors5–14; how-
ever, their theoretical bases (especially
concerning the genetic benefits of poly-
andry) have not come under such close
scrutiny. 

The asymmetry of interests in mating
between males and females results from
the intersexual difference in the potential
reproductive rate (PRR)15 caused by the
cost of gamete production and parental
care16: reproductive success of the sex

with the higher PRR (usually males) is lim-
ited by the number of mates, whereas fit-
ness of the sex with the lower PRR (usually
females) is mainly limited by the ability to
produce gametes. Therefore, the reason
why males seek more than one mate is
easily understood, but it is difficult to ex-
plain the adaptive significance of female
multiple mating, especially in species in
which females can obtain enough sperm
for fertilization from one mating or one
mate. Because multiple mating often en-
tails costs, such as time for additional
mating and increased risks of predation
and infection during copulation, the reason
why females mate so frequently is obscure.

Hypotheses
In species without direct (or environ-

mental) benefits (e.g. replenishment of
sperm supply, nutrients in the seminal
fluid, protection against predators, and
paternal care of offspring), the females are
thought to obtain some ‘genetic (or in-
direct) benefits’ from males. Two genetic
benefits of multiple mating have been hy-
pothesized: (1) acquisition of good genes
and (2) increased genetic diversity within
clutches (Table 1).

These two hypotheses are charac-
terized by combinations of two factors:
(1) the predictability of the environment
in which the offspring will develop and 
(2) the ability of the female to discrimi-
nate a particular male possessing a fit
gene for the offspring’s environment. If
the patterns of environmental change are
stable, the fitter genes for the next gener-
ation (i.e. good genes) are predictable. In
such a situation, females should adopt the
mating pattern that optimizes the prob-
ability of obtaining such genes (‘good-
genes’ hypothesis, Table 1). If females have
precise sire-selection criteria by which
they recognize the male possessing good
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genes (such as large body size, small fluc-
tuating asymmetry and exaggerated sec-
ondary sexual traits10) but cannot tell
whether a male of higher quality than the
present one will be available later, it is ad-
vantageous for females to mate first with
the suboptimal male and then replace him
with a better male to whom they allocate
fertilization. Thus, this ‘best male’ mecha-
nism17 (Table 1) presupposes that first-
male sperm precedence is absent and that
female choosiness will increase as the
breeding season progresses (because they
only re-mate with males that are better
than the previous ones23). However, when
the ability of the female to discriminate
male quality is imperfect, females could
reduce assessment error by multiple
mating with several males who might pos-
sess good genes (e.g. the largest male, the
second largest male, the third largest male,
etc.). This mechanism is called ‘genetic
bet-hedging’11,17 (Table 1). 

Alternatively, in a fluctuating environ-
ment, females cannot predict the good
genes required by the next generation 
and thus cannot have any sire-selection
criteria. The ‘genetic diversity’ hypoth-
esis (Table 1) assumes that, in this case,
multiple mating will be advantageous for
females because a multiple-mated female
might produce a more genetically diverse
clutch than a single-mated female, ensur-
ing that at least some offspring within the
clutch will survive. 

Genetic bet-hedging mechanism
Genetic bet-hedging by polyandrous

females11,17 is a concept that is often mis-
understood. The bet-hedging theory was
originally advanced in the context of life
history evolution24,25. For organisms in a
changing environment, the proper indica-
tor of the return expected from each strat-
egy is the mean fitness of individuals
adopting the same strategy. When gener-
ations are discrete, the mean fitness within
a generation (WWG) and between gener-
ations (WBG; i.e. the mean of WWG over gen-
erations) should be calculated as the arith-
metic and geometric means, respectively.
Therefore, if the WWG of a given strategist
is zero in the present generation, the genes
controlling that strategy will become
extinct even if they are well adapted to the
environment of the next generation. As
the between-generation fitness variance
(SBG

2) becomes smaller, the WBG becomes
greater. Thus, the bet-hedging theory pre-
dicts that a strategy with a smaller SBG

2 is
evolutionarily stable. When the environ-
ment (e.g. temperature in summer) fluctu-
ates irregularly, the WWG of the strategist
specialized for a particular environmen-
tal type (e.g. the hot-summer specialist or
the cool-summer specialist) drastically
fluctuates between generations whereas

the WWG of a generalist (conservative bet-
hedger25) does not. Strategists producing
both specialist phenotypes (diversified
bet-hedgers25) also achieve a higher WBG

because of the intermediate WWG gener-
ated by averaging two phenotypes. If the
amplitude of environmental fluctuation 
is small enough to be covered by one
phenotype, conservative bet-hedgers can
evolve; otherwise diversified bet-hedgers
will evolve. Polyandrous females behave
as diversified bet-hedgers in order to in-
corporate several different genotypes into
a clutch. 

Both hypotheses for the evolution of
polyandry include the mechanism of bet-
hedging (Table 1). The uncertainty of the
information available for females, the pre-
requisite of bet-hedging theory, results
from the unpredictable environmental
changes in the genetic-diversity hypoth-
esis and the imperfect ability of females to
discriminate between males in the good-
genes hypothesis. As long as environmen-
tal stability and the female’s ability to dis-
criminate do not depend on her mating
frequency, bet-hedging under both these
hypotheses will bear the same results.
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Table 1. Two hypotheses of the genetic benefits of polyandry 
and their underlying mechanisms

Mechanisms

Hypotheses Non bet-hedginga Bet-hedgingb

Good-genes3,17–19 Best male Sampling error of mates caused 
by inadequate mate Sperm selection and incitement
discrimination by femaleof sperm competition (‘sexy-sperm’

and ‘good-sperm’ processes)

Genetic diversity17,20–22 Full-sib competition (more effective Sampling error of mates caused 
(genotype-by-environment resource exploitation in by unpredictable environmental 
interaction within clutches) polymorphic clutches) change

Half-sib cooperation (non-additive
increase in mean clutch fitness 
because of half-sib interaction)

aWithin-generation between-mother arithmetic mean fitness is increased.
bBetween-generation geometric mean fitness is increased.

Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of the effect of population size and mating frequency on the effectiveness
of genetic bet-hedging by female multiple mating. Double mating (n = 2) can greatly decrease between-
generation fitness variance (S11

2 →S12
2) in a small population (L1), but becomes almost ineffective

(S21
2→S22

2) in large populations (L2).
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The following calculation is based on the
good-genes hypothesis.

In a situation where two types of males
(good and bad) exist in a population and
females randomly mate with them, the fre-
quencies of bad and good males in a popu-
lation are p and 1 −p, respectively. The
survival rates of offspring fathered by bad
and good males are 1 −s and 1, respec-
tively. The number of single-mated females
(L) equals that of multiple-mated females.
The fecundity of each female is m, and the
mating frequency of a female is n (n =1 for
the single-mater and n >1 for the multiple-
mater). All males mated with the same fe-
male fertilize an equal portion (m/n) of
her eggs. Under these conditions, the ex-
pected fitness (WWG) is m(1 −ps), which is
independent of n. However, the within-
generation variance of fitness (SWG

2) is
equal to σ 2/n = m2ps2(1 −p)/n, and the be-
tween-generation variance (SBG

2) of WWG is
(σ 2/n)/L = m2ps2(1 −p)/Ln where σ 2 is the
population variance, m2ps 2(1 −p). There-
fore, SBG

2 is inversely proportional to Ln,
such that SBG

2 describes a hyperbolic curve
onto Ln (Fig. 1). Only when L is small can
the increase of n greatly reduce SBG

2. 
Therefore, the bet-hedging effect of

multiple mating is only expected to ap-
pear in small populations. This is under-
standable – when females mate only once
and the number of females, L (thus equal-
ling the total number of matings by all fe-
males), is small, they will mate with only a
small proportion of the male population.
It is unlikely that this small sample repre-
sents the true frequency distribution of

male genotypes. As the precise division of
L into a ratio of p :1 −p is difficult, the pro-
portion of females mating with bad males
may fluctuate around p by chance so that
SBG

2 increases. However, for multiple-
mated females, the division is relatively
easy because their total number of matings
(Ln) is n times greater than for single-
mated females. As the female population
size (L) increases, such sampling error
and thus the SBG

2 is diminished even for
single-mated females.

For some life-history traits, such as
temperature tolerance, the fitness of indi-
viduals with the same specialist genotype
fluctuates synchronously between gener-
ations (i.e. all hot-summer specialists are
disadvantaged in a cool summer). In this
case, bet-hedging may be more effective.
However, because the genes controlling
single mating are produced more often by
females that have mated with good males
and less often by females that have mated
with bad males, within each generation,
the fitness variance between generations
is lower. Here, bet-hedging may be less
effective. 

Computer simulations (Y. Yasui, un-
published) show that when polyandry en-
tails no cost (i.e. the WWG is equal to that
of monandry), the fixation probability of
polyandry is somewhat higher than that of
monandry. This is independent of popu-
lation size. However, with only a 1% cost
(i.e. a 1% decrease of mean fitness), poly-
andry drastically loses its advantage with
increasing population size and it almost
always becomes extinct at high densities

(e.g. 400 individuals). Therefore, the evo-
lution of multiple mating by genetic bet-
hedging requires very strict conditions:
either (1) no-cost multiple mating or (2) a
very low cost (e.g. ≤1%) and a very small
female population size (e.g. ≤50). As these
conditions are unrealistic (a slight cost is
always expected in any species), the evo-
lution of polyandry solely by the mecha-
nism of bet-hedging is nearly impossible. 

Genetic diversity hypothesis
A criticism of the genetic-diversity

hypothesis of polyandry is that consider-
able diversity can be produced within the
sperm pool from one diploid male because
of meiosis and recombination10,17,18,26. How-
ever, this genetic diversity should be
smaller than the extent of diversity avail-
able from multiple mating. Because the
sperm pool from one male contains a maxi-
mum of two alleles per locus, the genetic
diversity is limited, even in the case of
polygenic quantitative traits; for example,
if a quantitative trait is controlled by five
loci with more than two alleles per locus,
a female’s first mate (diploid genotype
ABCDE/abcde) can produce a maximum of
25 (32) different genotypes of sperm. How-
ever, these include overlapping alleles (e.g.
two sperm genotypes, ABCDE and ABCDe,
are counted as different genotypes). In
contrast, the next mate may produce an
entirely different genotype (e.g. FGHIJ)
without any overlapping with the sperm
of the first mate. The difference between
ABCDE and ABCDe may be smaller than
the difference between them and FGHIJ (at
least under the simple quantitative gen-
etics assumption that the effects of each
allele on the trait are additive27). Thus,
multiple-mating females can obtain more
diverse sperm pools than single-mating
ones. As the genetic covariance within a
clutch is calculated as VA/2 + VD/4 for a full-
sib family and VA/4 for a half-sib family27

(where VA and VD are the additive genetic
variance and the dominance variance in a
given trait value, respectively), offspring
from multiple mating (half-sib family) are
more than twice as diverse as those from
single mating (full-sib family). 

The relevant issue is not whether mul-
tiple mating produces genetic diversity
but whether the diversity produced within
offspring contributes to the fitness of
mothers. Several authors10,17,28 have tried
to test the genetic-diversity hypothesis.
Birkhead and Møller10 and Ligon and
Zwartjes28 predicted that females ought to
accept males independently of the pheno-
typic value of a given trait because, in this
hypothesis, females cannot predict what
the advantageous genotypes will be in the
next generation. Watson17 predicted that
females should allocate more fertilization
to males possessing ‘unique’ traits, rather

PERSPECTIVES

Fig. 2. A schematic illustration of the genotype-by-environment (G ×E) interaction. Environment A and B are
the potential environments for the next generation. To test the genetic-diversity hypothesis, it is necessary
to show that the offspring of genotype α should be fitter than those of genotype β in environment A but that
β should be fitter than α in B. If genotype γ, which is fittest in all environment types, exists then this ‘good
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than allocating fertilization to males in pro-
portion to the frequency of their trait in
the population. However, in each of these
cases, these authors failed to confirm
their predictions [in the barn swallow (Hir-
undo rustica)10 and the sierra dome spider
(Linyphia litigiosa)17, respectively]. Ligon
and Zwartjes28 considered they had evi-
dence for the genetic-diversity hypoth-
esis in the red junglefowl (Gallus gallus);
females usually preferred males possess-
ing large combs but often re-mated with
males possessing small combs when the
opportunity arose. However, does an en-
vironment exist in which it is an advantage
for males to possess small combs and does
such an environment occur frequently?
The same result might simply result from
assessment error in females.

To verify the genetic-diversity hypoth-
esis, it is insufficient to show that poly-
andry produces diverse clutches; it is
necessary to demonstrate a genotype-by-
environment (G ×E) interaction in a fit-
ness component within a clutch produced
by a multiple-mated mother (Fig. 2). Al-
though there is ample empirical evidence
for G ×E interactions within or between
populations29 it seems difficult to detect
such interactions within a clutch. Even if a
half-sib clutch is more diverse than a full-
sib clutch, it is doubtful whether the half-
sib clutch is sufficiently diverse. 

However, a G ×E interaction is just one
of the necessary conditions for this hy-
pothesis. If mate-selection criteria do not
differ between monandrous and polyan-
drous females, polyandry may have no
advantage because the arithmetic mean

fitness (WWG) does not differ between
monandrous and polyandrous females.
Therefore, the following conditions are
also necessary for the evolution of mul-
tiple mating under the genetic-diversity
hypothesis: genetic bet-hedging, full-sib
competition and half-sib cooperation. 

Genetic bet-hedging 
If bet-hedging, which is dependent on

female population size, is effective and in-
creases the geometric mean fitness be-
tween generations (WBG), it may be poss-
ible for multiple mating to evolve (Table
1). However, the extent to which fitness
costs can be offset by this mechanism is
so small that this seems highly unlikely. 

Full-sib competition 
When the environment shows ‘fine-

grained’ spatial variation, each member of
a clutch has the opportunity to experi-
ence all environmental subtypes and then
choose a preferable habitat. If full-sibs com-
pete with each other for limited resources
more intensely than half-sibs, the survival
rate of offspring may be higher in more di-
versified clutches (Tables 1 and 2). For in-
stance, in some ‘gregarious’ parasitic wasps
(in which a female lays several eggs within
a host), one host may contain various nu-
trients, but the amount of each nutrient
present may be limited. If the resource type
(the host environment) interacts with the
individual’s ability to utilize it (genotype),
mothers can prevent sib-competition be-
tween offspring by multiple mating21,30.
However, when each host contains a single
type of resource but different hosts contain

different types of resources (i.e. a ‘coarse-
grained’ environment), the diversified
clutch does not have a higher efficiency of
resource utilization (Table 2). Also, if one
host contains a variety of resources and
the amount of one type is sufficient to rear
all individuals of a monomorphic clutch
from monandry, genetic diversity by poly-
andry has no advantage because of the
absence of sib-competition (Table 2). 

Half-sib cooperation 
When the environment shows ‘coarse-

grained’ spatial variation, clutches develop
in the same environment but the environ-
ment differs between clutches. If individ-
uals of different genotypes (i.e. half-sibs)
interact cooperatively in a polymorphic
clutch, a more diverse clutch may be ad-
vantageous22,31,32 (Tables 1 and 2). For ex-
ample, in some eusocial insects, such as
honey bees, where the division of labour
among workers has a genetic basis, over-
all productivity of a colony that includes
several specialists seems greater than the
average productivity of colonies with only
a single specialist32,33. Such cooperative or
compensatory interaction by half-sibs has
been reported in other contexts in social
Hymenoptera, such as the removal of mal-
functional diploid males34 (due to the sex-
determination locus becoming homozy-
gote) and disease infection of workers35. 

Sperm selection and 
sperm-competition incitement

Mating with a particular male might re-
sult in a decrease in offspring survivor-
ship because of, for example, sterile genes,
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Table 2. Examples of the fitness of clutches derived from multiple-mating and single-mating strategies 
in different environments under the genetic-diversity hypothesisa

Genotypic composition of each clutch Average fitness (variance)d

Multiple mating Single mating Multiple mating Single mating

Environment type Resource composition 20α 10α+10β 20β 20α 20β

Limited resources
Fine-grained with 10A + 10B 10b 20 10b 10b 10b 13.33 (22.22) 10.00 (0.00)
full-sib competition

Coarse-grained 20A 20 10 0 20 0 10.00 (66.67) 10.00 (100.00)
20B 0 10 20 0 20 10.00 (66.67) 10.00 (100.00)

Unlimited resources
Fine-grained ≥20A +≥20B 20 20 20 20 20 20.00 (0.00) 20.00 (0.00)
without sib-competition

Half-sib cooperation ≥20A 20 13c 0 20 0 11.00 (68.67) 10.00 (100.00)
≥20B 0 13c 20 0 20 11.00 (68.67) 10.00 (100.00)

aGenotypes α and β require resources A and B respectively. One unit of resource supports one individual offspring. Each environment type contains limited or unlimited
resources. Each mother produces 20 offspring and different numbers in the clutch survive (fitness) depending on the amount of resources available and the extent
of sib-competition.
bDecrease caused by full-sib competition (10 units of resource cannot support 20 individuals).
cIncrease caused by half-sib cooperation or compensation (overwork by 10 workers of the fitter genotype rears three additional reproductive offspring).
dMean fitness is estimated as the average of all clutches in each environment type according to the resource composition.
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inbreeding depression, overdominance,
intragenomic conflict or genetic incom-
patibility13. These are sufficient reasons for
female mate choice but do not sufficiently
explain multiple mating. Unless the re-
liability of mate-selection criteria differs
between monandrous and polyandrous
females and if population size is not very
small, the average fitness (WWG) does not
differ between the two strategies. This 
is because polyandry damages a certain
proportion (p) of the offspring from all
mothers, but monandry damages all off-
spring from an equal proportion (p) of
mothers. Thus, to achieve higher fitness
than monandrous females, polyandrous
females must be able to allocate more fer-
tilization to particular mates. Females can
sometimes actively choose a particular
male’s sperm after multiple mating (e.g. by
postcopulatory sperm selection or cryp-
tic female choice3,36). However, even with-
out such means, multiple-mating females
can still choose mates through sperm
competition.

The ‘sexy-sperm’ model19,37 and the
‘good-sperm’ model18 provide such mecha-
nisms (Table 1). Both hypotheses assume
that multiple mating inevitably induces
sperm competition within the female re-
productive tract; the male with the most
able sperm tends to fertilize the egg. If this
ability has a heritable genetic basis, poly-
androus females might get some return in
the later generations.

The difference between the two mod-
els is that the sexy-sperm model assumes
that the competitive ability of sperm is a
male-limited trait, whereas the good-sperm
model assumes it as an expression of male
viability. In the sexy-sperm model, the only
benefits to polyandrous females is the
increase in the number of grandchildren
via their sons’ higher fertilization success,
but in the good-sperm model there is an
additional increase in the overall viabil-
ity of all offspring. This can be tested by
investigating the correlation between a
mother’s mating frequency and the viabil-
ity of her offspring (especially daughters). 

Conclusion
Female multiple mating can be ad-

vantageous if there is an increase in the
mean fitness of mothers within gener-
ations (Table 1). Therefore, future research
should include: (1) whether the offspring
of multiple-mated females are more viable
or more competitive (in sperm competi-
tion) than the offspring of single-mated fe-
males; (2) whether full-sibs compete with
each other more intensely than half-sibs;
(3) whether some cooperative or compen-
satory interaction between half-sibs in-
creases the overall fitness of clutches; and
(4) the underlying mechanisms that enable
(1)–(3).

It is possible that mechanisms caus-
ing an increase in the between-generation
geometric mean fitness of mothers (i.e.
genetic bet-hedging, Table 1) have played
only a very limited role in the evolution of
polyandry. The most important evolution-
ary causes of polyandry are likely to be
male-provided direct benefits (resources).
Unfortunately, direct benefits are often in-
conspicuous and difficult to detect in em-
pirical studies. Where they cannot be de-
tected, the genetic benefits discussed here
should become the central issue of studies. 
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